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Abstract. We consider internal contextual grammars (with finite and with
regular selection sets) with the derivation restricted in the following way: when
a word is used as a selector, then no subword/superword of it can be used as a
selector. This can be considered both locally (with respect to the choosen selec-
tion set) or globally (with respect to all selection sets). The generative capacity
of such grammars is investigated (comparing each other the above mentioned
variants and with the class of unrestricted internal contextual gr~.mmars). Fi-
nally, grammars with selectors checked as scattered subwords of the derived
words are considered.

1. Introduction

The contextual grammars were introduced in [5] as ~intrinsic grammars", based on the
operation of adjoining contexts (pairs of words) to given strings, according to a selection
defined with respect to certain words (selectors) associated to the contexts; such a selector
must be present in the processed phrase and the adjoined context will be added at the
ends of the specified occurrence of the selector. The study of contextual grammars is quite
related to basic combinatorics on words. A series of variants were considered in [9], [13],
[14], [15]; the reader is also referred to [2], [3] for recent results in this area.

A natural restriction in using a pair (selector-word, context) is to impose some mini-
mality/maximality conditions on the selector: a context is added only to a selector which
is minimal (no subword of it can be used as a selector) or maximal (no superword of 
can be used as a selector), either with respect to the specified set of selector-words or
with respect to the whole grammar (precise definitions can be found in the following sec-
tion). The influence of these restrictions about the generative power of internal contextual
grammars is somewhat unexpected: a decrease of power is obtained in the case of regular
selectors (but not in the case of finite selectors) when the minimal restriction is used, the
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global minimal use of selectors is weaker than the local one, whereas for the maximal
restriction the results look different.

Another natural modification is to check the selectors not as blocks of the rewritten
words but as scattered subwords. As a consequence of a result [4], the grammars with any
type of selectors checked in the scattered way are equivalent with grammars with finite
selectors, a quite surprising result.

2. Definitions

As usual, we denote by V* the free monoid generated by an alphabet V; the empty
word is denoted by A and the length of x E V* is denoted by IxI. The families of finite,
regular, context-free, and context-sensitive languages are denoted by FIN, REG, CF, CS,
respectively. Further elements of formal language theory can be found in [16].

A contextual grammar (with choice) is a construct

G = (V, B, (D1, CO,..., (Dn, C,O),

where V is an alphabet, B is a finite language over V, Di are languages over V, and Ci
are finite subsets of V* x V*, 1 < i < n, n > 1. The sets Di are called selectors and the
pairs in Ci are called contexts. If each Di, 1 < i < n, belongs to a specified family F of
languages, then we say that G is with F choice.

Two basic derivation relations can be associated to a contextual grammar as above:
for x, y E V* we write

x ==~¢z Y iff x E Di, y = uzv, for (u, v) E Ci, 1 < i < n,

x -----~i,~ Y iff z = xaz2x3, x2 E Di, y = XlUXZvz3, for (u, v) E Ci, 1 < i < n.

The first relation defines the external derivation, the second one defines the internal
derivation with respect to G. In [5] only the external case is considered; the internal
contextual grammars are introduced in [12].

The language generated by a grammar G as above in the a E {in, ex} mode is

La(G) = {z e V*I~ --~: ~, for some to e B},

where ~* is the reflexive and transitive closure of ==~.
Consequently, La(G) contains all words in B and all the words which can be obtained

starting from words in B (they play the role of axioms) and adding contexts (at the ends
of the word for a = ex and in any place for a = in) according to the selection imposed by
the pairing (Di, 0. Examples will a ppear in t he proofs of t he following section.

Natural variants of the relations ==~a defined above are the next ones:

x ==~M! Y

iff x =

and

X=

iff x=

and

X=
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We call ==~ml a derivation in the minimal local mode and ==~MI a derivation in the
ma.~imal local mode.

When the condition ~ E Di in the previous definitions is replaced with z~ E Dj, 1 <__
j < n, then we call the obtained relations minimal global and mazimal global, and we write

--~mg, ==~Mg, respectively. For a E {ml, rag, Ml, Mg} we define

La(G) = {z E V* ] w =~ z for some ~a E B}.

The families of languages of the form L~(G), for G a contextual grammar with F
choice, are denoted by CL~(F), a E {in, ez,ml, mg, MI, Mg}. Here we consider F E
{FIN, REG}. Ten families of languages are obtained in this way.

3. The power of grammars with minimal restrictions

The following relations are obvious:

Lemma 1. CL~(FIN) C_ CLa(REG) for all ~ E {in, ml, rag, Ml, 

By straightforward constructions (the lninimality/maximality of selectors, which are
members of regular sets, can be checked at the level of context-sensitive grammars), we
obtain

Lemrna 2. CL,~(REG) C_ CS for all ~ E {in, ml, mg, MI, Mg}.

Moreover, we have

Lemma 3. CL,~a(F) C_ CL,nz(F) C_ CLin(F), F E {FIN, REG}.

Prooy. Consider a grammar G = ( V, B, ( D1, C1), . . . , ( Dn , C,~ ) If some Di contains
two words z, z’ such that z is a proper subword of z~, then z’ is never used in a locally
minimal derivation, hence it can be eliminated without modifying the generated language.
Similarly when z E Di and z~ E Dj for the case of globally minimal derivations. Formally,
we can construct the grammars

G, = (V,
G~ = V, B, D", C1 ,( ( )...,(D’/:,C,,)),

with

n

D~ = Di - U(V+DiV* u V*DjV+), 1 < i < n,
./=1

D~’ = Di -- (V+DiV* O V’Dig+), 1 < i < n.

Clearly, if Di E F, then D~ E F, D~~ E F (HEG is dosed under difference). Moreover,
Lma(a) = Lmi(Ga) = Lo~(Ga), hence CL~a(F) C_ CL,~t(F), and L,~z(G) - Li~(az),
hence CL~l(F) c CLo~(F). 

For finite selectors we also have

Lemma 4. CLi~(FIN) C_ CL,~I(FIN).
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Proof. Consider a graxnmar G = (V,B,(DI,CI),...,(D,~,Cn)) with Di = {xi,1,

¯ .., xl,k,}, 1 < i < n. We construct the grammar

e*’ -~ (V,B, ({x1,1},C1) ,({ xl,2}, C1),...,({xl,kl},C1),

...... ¯ ..,.°...

({x.,1 }, on), ({x.,2}, c.),..., }, c.)).

we

The equality Lml(G’) Lo,(G) is obvious (fo r gra mmars H wit h sin gleton sel ectors
have Lrat(H)= LinCH)). 

Corollary. C Lin ( F I N ) = C Lmi( F I N 

In the case of regular selectors, such a relation is not true:

Lemma 5. CLin(REG) - CLmt(REG) 

Proof. Consider the grammar

G - ({a, b, e}, {abe}, (b+c, {(ab, c)})).

The language Lin(G) is included in {a, b}+c+ and it contains all words of the form arnbmcm

form>_ 1.
Assume that Lin(G) = L,,a(G’) for some G’ - ({a,b,c},B,(D1,C,),...,(Dn, Cn)). In

order to generate words ambmcm with arbitrarily large m, we need contexts of the form
(aibi, ci). Indeed, if we have a context (aibi, b%i), i = j + k, k >_ 1, then the associated
selector must be some D C_C_ b* and in derivations only the minimal element of D, b8, can
be used; from a word aPbPcp with large enough p we can produce aP+ibJbSbkcibP-Scp, which
is not in Lin(G), a contradiction.

The selector of a context (albi, ci) (the case of contexts of the form (ai, bici) is similaz)
must be of the form bick,j >_ O,k >_ O. If k = 0, then again we can produce words with
mixed occurrences of b and c. Thus, we have to use selectors of the form b/ca with k _> I.
The set of such words which are incomparable is finite; if two words axe comparable, then
the greater one is useless and can be removed without modifying the generated languages.
In conclusion, we can assume that all selectors of contexts (aibi, ci) are finite. This implies
that the set of words ambmc’n generated by G’ is finite, because the set of subwords bp of
such words is finite, a contradiction, r7

As it is expected, in all cases grammars with regular selectors are more powerful than
grammars with finite selectors.

Lemma 6. CLma(REG) - CLi,~(FIN) 

Proof. Consider the grammar

G = ({a, b}, {abab}, Cab+a, {(a, a)}), (ba+b, {(b, b)})).

We obtain
L,,g(G) = L,n(G) = {a"b’anb" I n, m > 1}.

In [13] (Theorem 7) it is proved that this language is not in CLi,(FIN).

Corollary. All inclusions C L~( FIN ) C C L~( REG), (~ E {in, rnl, mg }, are strict.

[]
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For regular selectors, the first inclusion in Lemma 3 is proper:

Lemma 7. CLm:(FIN) - CL,~g(REG) 

Proof. Consider the language

L = {anb’ncb’na"~ i n, m ~_ 1}.

It is in the family CL,nz(FIN) because it is generated by the grammar

G = ({a, b, c}, {abcba},(c, {(b, b)} ),(abcba, {(a, a)})).

However, L ~ CL,ng(REG). Indeed, assume that L = Lmg(G’) for some G’ =
({a, b, c}, B, (D1, C1), ..., (D~, Cn)). In order to generate anb’ncb’~an with arbitr a-
rily large m we need contexts of the form (bi, bi) associated to words bPcbq with p, q > 0.
In order to generate words as above with arbitrarily large n we need contexts of the form
(aJ,aJ) associated to words aabgcbga*~ we must have 8 + t >_ 1, otherwise the symbols a,b
can be mbced. If in these words we have (p, q) < (g, g) (componentwise), then the contexts
increasing the number of a occurrences cannot be used in the global minimal mode. If in
a derivation we first use a context (aJ,aJ), associated with aSbgcbga*, and then a context
(bi, b~), associated with bPcbq, then we must have (g,g) = (p, q) and 8 - 0;then words
with arbitrarily many subwords ab can be generated, a contradiction. Therefore we have
to use first the contexts of the form (bi, b~) and then the contexts (aJ, aJ). The number of
selectors bPcbq which can be used is finite (the set of such incomparable words is finite),
hence the values of g in aabgcbOat, selectors for (aj, aJ), must be finite, too. Consequently,
words a~b"*cbma’~ with arbitrarily large n can be generated only for bounded m. However,
L contains words with both n and m arbitrarily large, a contradiction. D

CS

C~£~( REG)

CLmz(REG)

/’,,,

\/\/
REG CLIng(FIN)

Diagram 1

Synthesizing the above results, we obtain
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Theorem 1. The relations in Diagram 1 hold; the arrows indicate strict inclusions,
the dotted arrow indicates an inclusion not known to be proper. Families not linked by a
path in this diagram are not necessarily incomparable.

Proof. All relations follows from the previous lemmas, excepting the inclusion REG C
CLi,~(FIN), which is proved in [3]. []

Open problems. Is REG included into CLIng(FIN) 

4. The power of grammars with maximal restrictions

The same proof as for Lemma 4 shows that

Lemma 8. CLin(FIN) C_ CLMt(FIN).

It is an open problem whether the converse inclusion holds true. As it is expected,
a counterpart of the corollary of Lemma 6 is true also for the maximal case.

Lemma 9. CLa(REG) - CL,~(FIN) ~ 0, a e (Ml, 

Proof. For the grammar G in the proof of Lemma 6 we have LMt(G) = LMg(G) 

{anbn~arLb’n I n, m > 1), a language which cannot be generated by a grammar with finite
selectors (with finite selectors we cannot generate words a’W~anbm with both n and m
arbitrarily large). []

Lemma 10. CLin(FIN) - CLMg(REG) 

Proof. The language L = {ancbmcbmca’~ In, m > 1} is in CLin(FIN), but it cannot
be generated by a grammar in the global maximal mode. The proof is similar to that used
for proving that the language L in the proof of Lemma 7 is not in CL,,g(REG), but more
technical. We leave the details to the reader. []

Surprisingly (different from the case of minimal restriction), we have

Lemma 11. CLMg(REG) - (CLin(REG) U CLMt(REG)) 

Proof. The language
L=a+U{anb~’ln>_ 1},

is not in CLI,~(REG) [9]; similarly, we can see that L ~ CLMt(REG) (the contexts used
for generating words a’~ with arbitrarily large n can be used also for generating from a’~bn

words of the form aPbq with p > q, which are not in L). On the other hand, we have
L : LMg(G) for

G = ({a, b}, {a, ab},(a, {(A,a)}),(a+b, {Ca, b)}))

(in the globally maximal mode, the context (A, a) cannot be used for rewriting words a’~bn;
moreover, the selector ab does not appear in words of a+). []

Lemma 12. CLe~(F) C_ CLMg(F), F E {FIN, REG).

Proof. For F = FIN the assertion is obvious, because CL~(FIN) = FIN.
Consider a grammar G = (IF, B, (D1, C1),..., (Dn, Cn)) with regular selectors <

i < n, and construct G’ = (V, B, (D1, C1),..., (Dn, Cn), (Dn+l, {(A, A)})), 

n

D,~+1 = V*( u Di)V*.
i=1
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If z,z2z3 YM# z,uz2vz3 in G’, then we must have zi = A, z3 - A, otherwise the
production (Dn+I,{(A,A)}) must be used (it changes nothing, but prevents the use 
other productions, when z,z3 # A).

Therefore, LMg(G’) = L~(G), and CLex(REG) C_ CLMg(REG).

£9

CLi.(REG) CLMI(REG)

I CF

CLi.(FIN) 

REG
--....

FIN = CL,.(FIN)

Diagram 2

Theorem 2. The relations in Diagram ~ hold. The arrows have the same meaning as
in Diagram 1. The families C LMg( REG) and C F are incomparable with families C Lin( 
and CLMt(F), F 6 {FIN, REG}.

Proof. Synthesize the relations in the previous lemmas, o

5. Scattered use of selectors

For a contextual grammar G = (V, B, (D1, C1),..., (Dn, Cn)) we can also consider 
relation

Z ==~sc Y if[ Z "- ZlZlZ2Z 2 ...ZkZkZk+l,~I -- ZI~ZlZ2Z 2 ...ZkZk~Zk+l,

for k > 1, z j, yj 6 V* for all j, and

zlz2...z~ 6 Di,(u,v) 6 Ci, for some i, 1 < i < n.

Hence the context (u, v) is adjoined "around" the selector zxz~.., zk which is present
in z as a scattered subword. Note that each zj, 1 _< j _< k, can be empty, hence u, v are
not necessarily a~lja~ent to symbols in the selector.

We denote by L,c(G) the generated language and by CL,c(F), F 6 {FIN, REG}, the
corresponding families of laagu~ges. Obviously, we have

Lemma 13. CL,c(FIN) C_ CL,c(REG).

Lemma 14. CL,~(REG) C_ CLi,~(REG).
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Proof. Let G - (F, B, (D1, C1),..., (Dn, Ca)) be an internal contextual grammar with
regular D1,..., D~. Construct the grammar

G’= (V,B,(D1 111 V*,C,),...,(D,~ m V’,C,,)),

where llJ is the shuffle operation: if x, y E V*, then

x Ill y -- {ZlYl ...XkYk ] k >_ 1,x = ~glX2. . .xk, y ----- YlY2...yk,xi, Yi E V*, 1 < i < k}.

The family REG is closed under shuffle and, obviously, L,c(G) Li ,,(G’).   

Using the idea in the previous proof, we obtain the following surprising relation (the
converse of Lemma 13).

Lemma 15. CLsc(REG) C_ CLsc(FIN).

Proof. For a grammar G = (V, B, (Da, C1),..., (D,,, C,~)) with regular sets D1,..., 
we construct G’= (V,B,(D~,C1),...,(D~,Cn)) as above, D[ = Di I11 V*, I < i < n, with
L,~(G) Lin(G’).

According to [4], for every language D C_ V* (irrespective of the place in Chomsky
hierarchy) there is a finite language E C_ D such that D _ E Ill V*. Consequently,
D ill V* __ (E Ill V*) Ul V* = E ill V*. The converse inclusion follows from E C_ D, hence
Dm V* = Em V’.

Let El,..., En be the finite languages associated in this way to Da,...,D,, and con-
struct the grammar G" = (V, B, (El, C1),..., (E,,, C,~)). We have L,¢(G") Li ,~(G’) =
Lse(G), which completes the proof. []

Corollary. C L,c( REG) = C L,=( FIN).

Lemma 16. ab+a ~ CL,~(REG).

Proof. Assume that ab+a = Lsc(G) for some G = ({a,b},B,(D1,C1),...,(D,~, Cn)).
We have B c_C_ ab+a and there is i such that Ci contains a context (u, v) with uv ¯ B+
and (D~, Ci) is effectively used in a derivation x ==~ y. Clearly, x is of the form abPa.
Irrespective which is the used word of Di, we can also derive x ==~ uxv. As uxv is either
of the form bw or of the form wb, this is a parasitic word, a contradiction. []

Corollary. (i) The inclusion in Lemma 14 is strict. (ii) REG is incomparable with
eLse(FIN).

Proof. ab+a ̄  REG C CLin(REG) and L = {anb’~ I n >_ 1} ¯ CLsc(FIN): we have
L = L,~(G) for G = ({a,b},-[ab},({ab}, {(a,b)})). []

Lemma 17. CL~(FIN) - CLan(FIN) 

Proof. Let us consider the grammar

G = ({a, b, e, d}, {)~}, ({~}, {(a, b), (c, 

The language Lsc(G) is not in CLi,~(FIN). Assume the contrary, and take G’ = ({a, b, c, d},
B, (D1, Ct),..., ( D~, Cn) such that Li,~( G’) = L~c( G)andDa ,. . . , are fi nite. Consider
the words of the form aVcqbPdq,p, q > 1. All of them are in Ls~(G). If w ==~ aVeqbPdq in the
grammar G~, for w ~ aPcqbVdq, then we must have w = aP’cq’bV’dq’ for some id _< p,q~ <_ q,
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and at least one of these inequalities is strict. Then the used selector must be of length
at least min(p~, q~). Because the sets Cl,..., C~ are finite, there is a constant t such that
p- p~ < t, q- q~ < t. Consequently, because the sets D1,..., D~ are finite, derivations as
above are possible only for bounded/¢,q’, hence for bounded p,q. The language Lsc(G)
contains words aPeqbPdq with arbitrarily large p, q, a contradiction. []

Corollary. CLsc(FIN) is incomparable with CLo~(FIN) and 

Proof. We know already that CLin(FIN) - CLa¢(FIN) (Lemma 16).Moreover,

Lsc(G) above is not context-free: L,c(G) N a+c+b+d+ = {anc"~b’~d" [ n, m _> 1}, which is
not context-free. []

Summarizing the previous lemmas, we obtain

Theorem 3. (i) CLsc(REG) = CL,~(FIN) C CLi,,(REG).(ii) The familyCL,~(FIN)
is incomparable with C Lin( F I N ), REG and C 

Up-to-dating note. The grammars with minimal and maximal use of selectors were
investigated in a series of subsequent papers, [6], [7], [8], etc, where most of the problems
left open here are solved. A comprehensive presentation can be found in the forthcoming
monograph [11]. For instance, one knows in this moment that:

1. REG C CL,~9(FIN ) N CLMg(FIN).

2. CLMg(FIN) contains non-semilinear languages.

3. Most of families in Diagrams I and 2 which are not linked by a path in these diagrams
are incomparable.

.
All the three basic non-context-free constructions in natural and artificial languages
(reduplication, multiple agreements and crossed dependencies), lead to languages
({zcz [ z G {a,b}*}, ~anb’~c’~ In > 1}, {a’~bmcndm I n,m > 1}, respectively) which
are in CLMl(REG) N CLMg(REG). Moreover, the corresponding grammars are
very simple. This considerably increases the interest for these types of grammars as
models of natural language syntax.
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